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         February 9, 2024

SCS NEWSLETTER

A message from Jen McIvor~ 
Music classes have been investigating various methods of 
composition, including making decisions by chance (aleatoric 
music) and building from lyric choices (after first writing a Mad 
Lib).   
Here are their group scores including a recording of the 4-6 
piece with accompaniment! 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KzkrUVk7kCd2zy68oF3MNY_3pL2WjS7R/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KzkrUVk7kCd2zy68oF3MNY_3pL2WjS7R/view?usp=sharing
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The Souper Bowl returns to Southport! On Saturday February 10th from 
11:30-1:30 PM, an age-old tradition is kicking off for the first time in years 
- a community soup potluck to warm your bellies and your hearts. Bring a 
soup to share, or just bring an appetite! Join your neighbors and friends 
at the Town Hall for a wholesome lunch and great company - all are 
welcome at this free community event. Toss a tupperware or two in your 
backseat, because at the end of the event you just may get the chance to 
pack up a bonus serving of your favorite soup for a donation of any size. 
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 Ms. Tibbetts’  K/1 Classroom

During Forest School 

last week, Ms. Tracey 

took us for a nature 

walk to the back field 

where we looked for signs 

of animals in the snow. 

We saw squirrel tracks 

as well where the 

squirrels have been 

eating! 
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Ms. Clarke’s Grade 2 Classroom

Lily and Cairine are shown learning about mass and weights in grams 
and kilograms. They had fun estimating the weights of di!erent objects 

and using the balance scale to find matches. It was harder than 
they thought. 
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 Mrs.  Browne’s Grade 4/5/6 classroom

The Digestive System! 

Mrs. Browne’s class has been learning about the digestive 
system in science class. On Monday, they got to experience 

the digestive system process through an experiment. 
Students simulated crackers going through each step of the 

digestive process. It was a messy and fun learning 
experience! 
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POSITIVE MINDSET was 
the focus on this week’s 
all school activity, taught 
by Mrs. Browne. 

We watched a short 
video called “The 
Reflection in Me” that 
focuses on the power of 
positive self-talk. The 
students then were 
asked to write some 
positive reflections 
about themselves and 
others. Students did a 
great job helping and 
encouraging one 
another. 
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A few pictures of swim 
class this week at the 
YMCA.


